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< p > before two days with everyone sharing the ride the friends to Canton and Shenzhen three views "brownouts cut electricity",
Xiaobian see have a friends of the ride in the comments below said, just can not help but cycling is good. However, even though it is
not possible to ban cycling on the road, don't forget that we still have a car called a mountain bike. The United States of America on
the other side of the Pacific, unexpectedly really prohibited mountain bike riding mountain and reason with LNT principles (related to
reading: "LNT principles: playing outdoor talk about environmental protection not only do not throw garbage so simple") have a
certain relationship. In the face of such provisions, is also affected by the "right of way", we look together the United States cycling
enthusiasts and how to do. a controversial bill can help to open up more Lin Dao, rather than just a few protected (Figure Flickr by
photographer DeLorenzo ) Anthony< p > last year (2015) in the summer, a new entertainment and leisure activities in the promotion
organization "sustainable forest road union" (Sustainable trails coalition, hereinafter referred to as STC) began to advocate a
legislative proposal -- "2015 artificial forest management norms". They propose to use the new regulations to replace the United
States Forestry Bureau implemented a 30 year ban mountain bike riding to the wilderness area. The STC plan will cancel the legal
wilderness area ban mountain bike into the inside of the regulations, to be replaced by the land owner to decide whether to allow the
bike into the. If Congress passed this proposal, it is likely to be reopened since 1984 have been banned in the hundreds of
kilometers of mountain forest road. < p > riding mountain of everyone to move differently. Some enthusiasts and groups behind the
proposal, and also don't think this is a wishful thinking. a lot of American mountain biking enthusiasts love to ride a wilderness area
(source: IMBA official website) < p > in the "international mountain bike Association (International Mountain Bike Association (IMBA)
in December announced that they would not support but did not directly deny the plan, between STC and IMBA" dialogue "became
popular. IMBA is the largest, longest and most influential riding, initially for 1984 against the radical and the establishment of
regulations. (cavalry editor's note: at the time of outdoor sports in the United States has been very popular, but the attendant
environmental problems have become increasingly prominent, forest road for the development of behavior on the environment
influence, LNT principles of environmental philosophy based on, finally has a 1984 "wilderness area forbidden to ride" regulations.
IMBA objection caused strong controversy, IMBA former Chairman Alan Tisdale - Cologne Blatter (Ashley Korenblat) and STC jointly
created man Ted stroll) respectively in the column face tear forced not to lose >
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